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Welcome to Indy.Code()
Dear Indy.Code() Attendees,
Welcome back to Indy.Code()! We had a wonderful time last year and are very excited to again
feature some of the greatest local, regional, and national talent, with their innovative ideas,
expertise and front-line experiences. Indy.Code() is a community-driven event and we are
excited about the diversity and quality of our content, with all workshops and breakout sessions
voted upon by YOU! We strive to share the latest and greatest tech topics and are honored and
thankful for the collaborations and support of so many local leaders, groups and communityminded business.
It is our goal to make the time you spend here valuable, memorable, and an experience that you
will wish to repeat again next year. Please share your feedback with our speakers by utilizing the
online evaluation system. If you have specific questions or comments regarding a session, be
sure to connect with the presenter to discuss them or use the comment box on the evaluation
form. If you’d like the presenter to follow-up with you, please provide your contact information.
Let us know how we are doing! You can find us active on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and
LinkedIn.
While the workshops and breakout sessions are the heart of Indy.Code(), do not miss out on
opportunities for networking and career enhancement. Be sure to join us for the Attendee Party
on Thursday evening at Bier Brewery North, 13720 N. Meridian Street, Carmel, Indiana 46032
from 6:00PM-8:00PM. Enjoy some Indiana Brewers Cup champion-brew and delicious New
York-style pizza pies catered by Bella Pizzeria.
Make sure to stop by and meet our sponsors. Without them we couldn’t put on this amazing of
an event! The sponsors have door prizes at their booths and you can enter into the drawing for
them with a simple badge scan. High quality networking and prizes at the end. What’s not to
love?
If you have any questions, concerns, or comments, please let me, Brad! Jones, or Pierre DeBois
know. Anyone at the registration desk will be able to assist, as well.
We are grateful for your participation and hope that you enjoy your time here at Indy.Code().
Best Regards,
Ken Versaw
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It’s like working for a digital
company with millions of users
that happen to sell insurance.
Hiring now for:
Sr. .NET Engineer

Interested in learning more?

Visit geico.jobs/IT
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Schedule

Wednesday
7:30am		
8:30am		
10:00am
12:00pm
1:00pm 		
2:30pm		
4:30pm		

Registration
Workshops
Break
Lunch
Workshops
Break

Workshops End

Thursday
7:30am		
8:15am		
8:40am		
9:10am		
9:20am
9:50am		
10:00am
11:00am
11:15am
12:15pm
1:15pm		
2:15pm		
2:30pm		
3:30pm		
3:45pm		
6:00pm		

Registration

Opening Remarks

Keynote
Break
Keynote
Break
Session 1
Break
Session 2
Lunch
Session 3
Break
Session 4
Break
Session 5
Attendee Party

Evaluations
Your feedback on the sessions you attend is very beneficial to the speakers as well as
the organizers. We have a simple evaluation system to help you easily participate.
To sweeten the pot, we’ll also be drawing for great prizes from those of you who
submit your evaluations.
Here’s how it works:
1. Log in to your account on indycode.amegala.com
2. Navigate to the schedule page & select a session
3. Give the session a green, yellow or red rating
4. Leave some constructive comments to elaborate on your rating
You will have a conference evaluation emailed to you shortly after Indy.Code() has
ended. Please respond to the survey - we read every piece of feedback you provide, &
consider it thoroughly as we plan the next Indy.Code().

Friday
7:30am		
8:00am		
8:30am		
8:40am		
9:10am		
9:20am		
9:50am		
10:00am
11:00am
11:15am
12:15pm
1:15pm		
2:15pm		
2:30pm		
3:30pm		
3:45pm		
4:45pm		

Registration
Keynote
Break
Keynote
Break
Keynote
Break
Session 6
Break
Session 7
Lunch
Session 8
Break
Session 9
Break
Session 10

Closing Remarks
		and Giveaways!

MonuMental leap in Startup tiMe
Blazing faSt throughput
MiniMal MeMory footprint
oBject coMputing | Home to micronaut
micronaut.io
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Evaluation Rating Legend
This Session
was a valuable
use of my time.

I got some value
out of attending
this Session.

This Session had
little to no value
to me.

@Amegala

The color system helps the speaker & organizers get a quick
general feeling of how the session went, but the real value
comes from your feedback in the
comments section.
Please provide the green/yellow/red rating for each session
you attend & consider leaving constructive comments as well.

Be Social. Win prizes!

AmegalaConferences
Amegala_Conferences

Let us, & your friends, & the WORLD know about your experiences at Indy.Code(). Post pics or text about your favorite
session, speakers, food, hallway conversation or that perfect
selfie with your co-workers to facebook, twitter or instagram.
Make sure to mention or tag us for a chance to win great
prizes!

Don’t forget to tag your experiences, photos, & fun with #indycode

Convention Center Map

Page
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Wednesday
Breakfast
Assorted bakery goods, fresh fruit, &
fresh hot coffee, and water.

On the Menu
Don’t forget to tag your experiences,
photos, & fun with #indycode

@amegala
#indycode

Lunch (12:00pm)
• South of the Border
• build-your-own fajita & taco bar.
Afternoon Break (2:30pm)
The afternoon soda break will feature
delightful cinnamon sugar sopapillas.

Thursday
Breakfast
Donuts & rolls, fresh fruit, and fresh
hot coffee, and water.
Lunch (12:15pm)
• Delicatessen bar with deli-style
meats, cheeses, and sides.

We know you're never satisﬁed with the status quo.

Afternoon Break (2:30pm)
The afternoon soda break will
feature decadent fudge brownies.

Project Brilliant is a leader in training,
coaching, and strategy for Agile and
DevOps. Allow our comprehensive
expertise in continuous integration
and continuous delivery to enhance
your development eﬀorts.

Friday
Breakfast
Assorted bakery items, fresh fruit, &
fresh hot coffee, and water.

Propel your career forward through
interactive progressive training and
hit the ground running immediately.

Lunch (12:15pm)
• Taste of Tuscany bar with
• Chicken Marsala, pastas, salads,
and breadsticks.
Afternoon Break (2:30pm)
The afternoon soda break will
feature a variety of delicious Otis
Spunkmeyer cookies.

A

Visit our booth for a chance to win
FREE TRAINING (VALUED AT $1,000+)!
What are you waiting for?
Visit www.ProjectBrilliant.com
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Attendee Party

Tons of sessions from leading industry experts is only HALF of the Amegala Conference Experience.
You might be asking yourself “so what is the other half?”
The Attendee Party, of course!
We had so much fun last year at the Attendee Party, that we decided to do it again!
WHEN: Thursday evening, from 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm - Head on over after your last session!
WHERE: Bier Brewery North, 13720 N. Meridian Street, Carmel, Indiana 46032
WHY: You’ll have a great time & get to meet some amazing new people.

•
•
•
•

Enjoy appetizers & drinks on us!
Meet our awesome speakers
Network with your fellow Indy.Code() attendees
Make new friends

Be sure to to join us for the

Indy.Code() Attendee Party
on Thursday evening at:

Bier Brewery North
13720 N. Meridian Street
Carmel, Indiana 46032
6:00 pm until 8:00 pm
With

Indiana Brewers Cup Champion brew
&

delicious New York-style pizza pies,
catered by Bella Pizzeria.
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Keynotes

Thursday, 8:40 AM - 9:10 AM
Thursday, 9:20 AM - 9:50 AM

Hacking your work life __ balance to take over the world.
The Role of an Architect

Friday, 8:00 AM - 8:30 AM
Friday, 8:40 AM - 9:10 AM
Friday, 9:20 AM - 9:50 AM

The Future of Programming
Exploring Parallelism With Raspberry Pi
Microservices, Micronaut And Your Digital Future

Jennifer Wadella
Ted Neward
Jimmy Miller
Ray Hightower
Jeff Brown

Hacking your work life __
balance to take over the world.

We will look at what could happen if we gave up

the entire ecosystem. Business leaders who oversee

these small incremental improvements and looked

mature technology stacks are particularly confounded

at radically different ways of programming. We will

by the demand to make changes quickly (and

Jennifer Wadella

explore three languages that cast a particular vision

correctly) while simultaneously increasing the

of programmings future. The first, Idris, explores the

complexity of their applications. Microservices

idea of code that can guarantee that is free of all sorts

promise to alleviate this burden by decomposing

of bugs. With Idris, we may in the future be able to

complex applications into a set of manageable

have a proof that our program is secure. Next we will

services that are much faster to develop and much

explore Unison, a language that allows us to control

easier to understand and maintain, but there are

thousand of machines in just a few lines of code. No

challenges associated with this type of application

longer would we need microservices, a new service

architecture. It is important to recognize the

is a just a line of code away. Finally we will look at

challenges and to understand how best to manage

Eve, an experiment in language design that asks what

those challenges.

Everyone has the same 24 hours in a day, so how
do some people seem accomplish so much more?
It’s time to learn to hack your work life __ balance
to have more time to pursue your passion projects,
spend more time with those you love, while keeping
your work ethic strong. Let’s take over the world!

The Role of an Architect
Ted Neward

our programs would be like if 1) code ordering didn’t

What is the role of an architect in a software

could write the same systems in order of magnitude

project? This question has plagued many a software
organization (and even those who do the job), and
provided loads of entertainment. In this presentation,
we aim to explore the intersection of software
architect with the worlds of architecture, psychology,

matter 2) all our programs were edited live 3) we
less code and less time.

Exploring Parallelism With
Raspberry Pi

business, and even music. By the end, though, you’ll

Ray Hightower

have a clear idea of what an architect is, does, and

Moore’s Law is running out. Still, customers want

needs.

more computing power, more performance.

@amegala
#indycode

Parallelism offers a way for software developers to

The Future of Programming
Jimmy Miller
As professional developers, most of our time is spent

deliver more. This talk offers an intro to parallelism,
including some inexpensive ways to study the topic
using that well-known single-board computer, the
Raspberry Pi.

thinking about the near future. We are cemented
into our current workflow by policy, social cohesion,
or pragmatic considerations. While we may be
constantly seeking to improve, new tools and libraries

Microservices, Micronaut And
Your Digital Future

come with a certain amount of cost. It is simply not

Jeff Brown

practical to completely change the way we are doing

The modernization of a sophisticated technology

things and so we end up with small incremental
improvements.

stack is a delicate balancing act that rests on
understanding how any one change will affect

Don’t forget
to tag your
experiences,
photos, & fun
with:
#indycode

· We have a product and technology team consisting of over 150 amazing
people, all focused on Angie's List.
· We use cutting edge technologies, including: Scala, Spring Boot, Play
Framework, React/rhunderball, Kafka, ElasticSearch, MySQL, and Redis.
· Angie's List maintains a fully scaled microservices architecture.
· Thunderball is Angie's List home grown framework built on React and
released as open source software in 2017.
· Through a sophisticated cloud based infrastructure, Angie's List deploys
code to production when it is ready, up to 10 times a day.
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Wednesday Workshops
Suite 11 & 12
Suite 13 & 14
Suite 15
Suite 16
Suite 2 & 3
Suite 4 & 5
Suite 6 & 7
Suite 8, 9, & 10

From Zero to App: A React Workshop		
.NET Unit Testing Beginner Bootcamp
Master Git in a Day
R Programming: Getting Started in Data Science
OpenSpace Agility Certification Workshop (OSA1)
Why Interfaces Work Well, and Why They Don’t		
Docker hands-on Workshop
Busy Developers Workshop: Angular

From Zero to App: A React Workshop
Joel Lord

You’ve heard about it. Maybe you even started looking at it, but you abandoned
when you saw that you needed to re-learn all you thought you knew about JS.
When starting to do your first steps in React, the learning curve can seem really
steep. In this workshop, the attendees will be guided through the fundamental
concepts behind React and will learn how to build a full application using those
technologies. Covering packaging with webpack, routing, form manipulation and
authentication, this workshop will get the attendees up to speed with this trendy
framework that React is.

.NET Unit Testing Beginner Bootcamp
John Wright

As a professional software developer, quality and maintainability are fundamental
job responsibilities, and well written unit tests are key aspect of achieving these
goals. But getting started with unit testing can be daunting, and knowing what to
test can be overwhelming.
Whether you’re a senior .NET dev that just never got into unit tests, or you’re just
starting your .NET journey, I’ll cover tactical and strategic guides and share my
experiences to get you started and prepared for the path ahead.
In this workshop, we’ll talk through the topics you need to know to get up and
running with unit testing, coupled with hands-on coding activities to practice the
topics covered. Laptops are required for all attendees due to the coding exercises.
Topics covered in this workshop:
• Fundamentals of unit testing and basic structure of a unit test / test suite
• Features of popular testing frameworks and tooling
• Tips and strategies for writing tests that provide long-term value
• Differences between writing tests for new code vs writing tests for existing code
• Unit Tests vs Integration Test: advantages and disadvantages of each
• Using mocking frameworks
• Integration with CI/build servers
• Pros & cons of Code Coverage tools
• Advanced integrations with testing frameworks -- using the framework SDKs to
extend and enhance.

Master Git in a Day
Lyndsey Padget

Unless you’ve been living under a rock, you know that git is the most popular
source control management in development shops today. And for good reason;
its power overshadows tools you may have used in the past, such as Subversion or
Team Foundations. While most developers and companies know this, making the
switch can be painful. It’s all too common to lose code or introduce bugs because of
difficulties merging or resolving conflicts. But fear not - it is possible to master git,
and you will after spending a day in this course.

Joel Lord
John Wright
Lyndsey Padget
Pierre DeBois
Darren Terrell & Diana Williams
Susan Shapiro
Rob Richardson
Ted Neward

After a brief overview of git concepts and capabilities, we’ll walk through
exercises with real code in pairs and groups (for a realistic team experience).
We’ll resolve conflicts, squash commits, stomp on other people’s code, fix our
mistakes, introduce bugs (and then use git to find them), tag our commits,
and more. All exercises will be performed on the command line, so you’ll truly
understand what’s happening without the aid of GUI-based tools.
PS: Don’t get your head detached about working in pairs and groups! We put
the “fun” in “git fundamentals” with name tags, snacks, frequent breaks, and
background music. No kumbaya or trust falls required.

R Programming: Getting Started in Data
Science
Pierre DeBois

R programming has become a useful language in the field of data science. It has
allowed practitioners to apply statistical frameworks towards a vast array of data
models. But where does one start to learn the principles in the language, and also
develop models that are useful?
This workshop will go through the basic usage of R programming including:
• The basic programming protocols in R, including packages and libraries
• How data is accesssed (API, libraries, data files) Data sources and ideas for
managing data types for models
•Overview of basic models, from regression to sentiment analysis
•A review of Shiny - framework for developing an app
•Data visualization with ggplot and other data visualization options will be
reviewed.
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Suite 11 & 12
Suite 13 & 14
Suite 15
Suite 16
Suite 2 & 3
Suite 4 & 5
Suite 6 & 7
Suite 8, 9, & 10

Wednesday Workshops
From Zero to App: A React Workshop		
.NET Unit Testing Beginner Bootcamp
Master Git in a Day
R Programming: Getting Started in Data Science
OpenSpace Agility Certification Workshop (OSA1)
Why Interfaces Work Well, and Why They Don’t		
Docker hands-on Workshop
Busy Developers Workshop: Angular

Amegala Code of Conduct

Amegala recognizes the importance of a
harassment-free conference experience for
everyone, regardless of gender, gender identity
& expression, sexual orientation, disability,
physical appearance, body size, race, age or
religion. We expect anyone at an Amegala
Event, including but not limited to organizers,
volunteers, attendees, speakers, venue staff,
sponsors, exhibitors, caterers, & guests, to treat
each other with respect and to not engage in
behavior deemed harassing in nature.
Harassment includes verbal comments that
reinforce social structures of domination related
to gender, gender identity & expression, sexual
orientation, disability, physical appearance,
body size, race, age, religion, sexual images in
public spaces, deliberate intimidation, stalking,
following, harassing photography or recording,
sustained disruption of talks or other events,
inappropriate physical contact, & unwelcome
sexual attention.
Exhibitors in sponsor or vendor booths, or
similar activities are also subject to the antiharassment policy. In particular, exhibitors
should not use sexualized images, activities,
or other material. Booth staff (including
volunteers) should not use sexualized clothing/
uniforms/costumes, or otherwise create a
sexualized environment.

OpenSpace Agility
Certification Workshop (OSA1)
Darren Terrell & Diana Williams
Do you want more engagement in your organization?
Do you want your organization to have more of an
Agile Mindset? The OpenSpace Agility framework
is designed to be an effective way to transform
organizations to be really agile.
Learn more at: http://openspaceagility.com/osa/osatraining/osa-workshop/

Why Interfaces Work Well,
and Why They Don’t
Susan Shapiro
What do you need to do to make an interface
attractive, easy to use and effective for the people
using your product?
The workshop is for *people who need to design
the interface for a software product. You might be a
graphic designer, a front-end or UI developer, or just
the person who decides what the interface looks like
and how it works. *The goal of this workshop is to
help you learn more about how people understand
the world so that you can develop an interface that
looks great AND works well. The workshop gives
you knowledge and tools that will improve your
understanding of WHY things work and HOW best
to improve them.
The best interfaces: • Give people essential
information • Help people understand how to
complete a task • Attract attention to important
information and controls • Convey meaning •
Have elements that are unambiguous and behave as
expected. • Allow people to predict what will happen
if they act.
User Experience Design chooses elements for an
interface that result in a product that is attractive,
easy to use, and successful in reaching its goals.
Understanding how humans perceive and act can
help you to make good design choices when you
prepare the interface for your product.
How does human physiology determine how people
understand an interface? • What you see versus what
you understand o Color o Contrast o Size How does
past learning influence current behavior? • The role
of Mental Models and Expectations in great designs
How do people think and make decisions? • How you
think: o Memory o Decision Making What makes an
interface easier for everyone to use? • What Interfaces
should do: o Attract attention o Provide meaning o
Be easy to understand • How you act: o Designing for
Different Devices
The workshop will include: • Handouts to record your
notes • Activities to try the tools introduced
You will create: A rough design for an interface that
includes components based on what was learned in
the course. Be prepared to work on an interface you
a currently exploring or one that you think would be
fun to design.

Joel Lord
John Wright
Lyndsey Padget
Pierre DeBois
Darren Terrell & Diana Williams
Susan Shapiro
Rob Richardson
Ted Neward

Docker hands-on (Workshop)
Rob Richardson

Docker is carefully tucked between virtualization,
continuous deployment, and pure awesome. Bring
your Windows 10 Anniversary Update or Mac OS
X El Capitan 10.11 laptop, and we’ll walk through
together getting Docker for Windows or Docker
for Mac installed, fired up, and get you building
development and production containers. We’ll dig
deep into:
•installing prerequisites and Docker for Mac or
Docker for Windows
•Dockerfile
•Docker volumes
•Docker Compose
•Docker Swarm
•Best practices for building at cloud scale
•Tips & Tricks for leveraging Docker
•Administering Docker hosts
We’ll look at the commands and ecosystem around
building infrastructure as code, deploying a swarm,
and sharing images on Docker Hub. Come see why
devs and ops love Docker.

Busy Developers Workshop:
Angular
Ted Neward
In the world of the Single-Page Application (SPA),
one name that appears over and over again is that of
Angular, a JavaScript web framework that does things
a little differently--and with great effect. But getting
started with Angular is a higher bar than some other
JavaScript frameworks, because if you don’t do things
the “Angular Way”, it gets really tricky really quickly.
In this workshop, we’ll start from zero, with a little
TypeScript, then start working with Angular: its
core constructs and how it works with components,
modules, and of course the ubiquitous model/view/
controller approach. Bring your laptop, a buddy, and
a caffeinated beverage of your choice, because once
you strap in, it’s going to be a hands-on lecture/lab
ride.

Custom software solutions.
Built for your business.
info@e-gineering.com

e-gineering.com

317.348.1780

WE BELIEVE
IN BUSINESS
NOT AS USUAL.
You need more than a seat-filler. You need
people who fit your company, truly enjoy what
they do, and can hit the ground running.
It’s time to let Robert Half help you build the
productive and energized workforce that can
make your company even better.

1.800.803.8367
roberthalf.com
© 2019 Robert Half International Inc. An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/Disability/Veterans. RHI-0419
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Thursday 10:00am
Suite 11 & 12
Suite 13 & 14
Suite 15
Suite 16
Suite 2 & 3
Suite 4 & 5
Suite 6 & 7
Suite 8, 9, 10

The AI Engineer: A Foot in Two Worlds		
Tour de .NET Core CLI
The Actor Model and why you should be using it
Let Your Code Write Itself
An Introduction to Agile Engineering
Push it (Push it Real Good)		
WTH is a JWT
New SQL Server 2017 features you need to know.

The AI Engineer:
A Foot in Two Worlds
Guy Royse
Artificial Intelligence. Machine Learning. Data Science.
These have been the hot buzzwords for the past several
years. And us developers? We’ve been following this new
technology like we always do. But this time it’s not just a
new programming language or JavaScript framework. AI is
different.
The world of a developer is about code. Code that defines
the behavior of some process. But the world of a data
scientist is about data. Data that describes the behavior of
some process.
An AI Engineer has a foot in each of these worlds.
If you’d like to have a foot in both of these worlds too, this
talk will get you started. I’ll share what an AI Engineer is
& isn’t, steps you can take to begin your journey, & some
common pitfalls to avoid. When we’re done, you’ll have a
solid idea of exactly how you, as a developer, can fit into the
world of data science, how to close the gaps to get there, &
what you need to call yourself an AI Engineer.

Tour de .NET Core CLI
Scott Addie
Poll a large audience of .NET Core developers, & you’ll
find a breed that defies the heavy-handed IDEs of today. It’s
inevitable. It’s becoming more commonplace. What are you
really missing out on by not using Visual Studio? What does
a day in the life of such a developer look like?
In this session, we’ll explore what the .NET Core CLI has
to offer. From frequently-used commands to item & project
template creation to integration with Visual Studio Code,
you’ll leave this session with tips to boost your productivity.
You’ll also gain an understanding of what’s going on under
Visual Studio’s hood when working with a .NET Core app.

The Actor Model and why you
should be using it
Joe Wirtley
You are probably familiar with the object-oriented &
functional programming paradigms, but what about the
actor model?
The actor model is designed for concurrent programming
and is an easy way to create systems that do many things
at once. For example, the actor model is an excellent way
to implement IoT (Internet of Things) applications or take
advantage of the processing power of multiple CPU cores.
Actors provide a natural way to model and reason about
concurrent systems, especially for developers working in

object-oriented languages. In this session, you will learn
the fundamentals of the actor model. You will learn how
actors work, communicate, and act as state machines. You
will see how groups of actors cooperate in distributed,
scalable, and fault tolerant systems. The session will include
code examples in Akka.NET, which is a toolkit for C# and
F#. At the end of this session, you will know the strengths
and weaknesses of actor systems, and when they may help
you solve a problem.

Let Your Code Write Itself
Jimmy Miller
This talk will be a dive into two technologies, Idris and
Barliman, enabling developers to sketch some code and
allow the computer to complete it for us. These two
technologies take drastically different approaches to this
same task. In this talk we will explore both, showing the
benefits and tradeoffs both offer.
First we will explore Idris, a dependently typed
programming language. Rather than offer a tutorial of
Idris, we will focus on its ability to write code for us. This
will take the shape of a live coding session, show where
Idris shines and where it falls short. Having explored Idris
interactively, we will discuss the theory behind it.
Next we will explore Barliman, an interactive development
environment aimed at allowing the user to provide a sketch
of the program they’d like to write and some test cases they
want to pass. We will again do some live coding allowing
Barliman to derive our code for us. We will then constrast
Barliman’s approach to what we saw in Idris focusing on
its dynamic nature. Finally we will talk about the impact
these systems have on our day to day programming as well
as casting a visions of what these systems may look like in
the future

An Introduction to Agile Engineering
Darren Terrell
Learn the concepts of how to do: Test-Driven Development
(TDD), Pair Programming, Mob Programming, and using
a Coding Kata. If you bring your laptops and friends, then
you’ll be able to join along in the fun. This is an interactive
session with code being written. At the end, you’ll have
something that you can practice with to learn how to be an
Agile Engineer.

Push it (Push it Real Good)
Lyndsey Padget
Git. It can be intimidating if you’re accustomed to other
kinds of source control management. Even if you’re already
using it and comfortable with the basics, situations can
arise where you wish you understood it better. Developers

Guy Royse
Scott Addie
Joe Wirtley
Jimmy Miller
Darren Terrell
Lyndsey Padget
Joel Lord
Hasan Savran
often just want to write code and tell everyone else to take a
hike, but the reality is that most of us work on teams where
the feature-based code we write must be integrated, tested,
and ultimately released. This session will cover the most
critical git concepts, basic and advanced, in a completely
visualized way. At the same time, you’ll pick up git terminal
commands to help you understand (or even eliminate) a
git GUI you already use. Go beyond the basics to learn
how to get yourself out of a git pickle, practical release
management strategies, and more.

WTH is a JWT
Joel Lord
Chances are sooner or later your shiny new single page
application will need authentication. Add some security
and resource access control to that list as well. But how
can we integrate all of this into a single page application
that is entirely public? How can we ensure that our users
only have access to the resources they are authorized
to by hacking way in via the console? In this talk, the
attendees will learn about l JSON Web Tokens (JWT) and
see how they can be used to properly secure single page
applications.

New SQL Server 2017 features you
need to know.
Hasan Savran
SQL Server 2017 was the surprise software hit of the year.
Here is a list of the features I am going to focus on in this
session: Linux Version: I will cover the things you need to
know before you decide to move SQL Server into Linux.
Graph Tables: I will cover why you may need to add Graph
Tables into your database. You will learn the differences
between Relational Database Tables and Graph Database
Tables. Query Optimization: We will look at the new
Intelligent Query Processing options in Query Plans with
demos. Resumable Online Index Rebuild: I will show you
how to pause/resume ongoing index rebuild with demos.
Machine Learning Services: I will demo how to run R
Script in SQL Server 2017. We will look at the ways to
monitor Machine Learning Services. In-Memory Tables:
SQL Server 2017 became a great resource for caching
with the new In-Memory features. We will create a NoSql
Environment in SQL Server 2017 by using In-Memory
tables and JSON functions
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An Introduction to WebAssembly
Guy Royse
Want to write a web application? Better get familiar with
JavaScript! JavaScript has long been the king of front-end.
While there have been various attempts to dethrone it, they
have typically involved treating JavaScript as an assemblylanguage analog that you transpile your code to. This has
lead to complex build pipelines that result in JavaScript
which the browser has to parse and you still have to debug.
But what if there were an actual byte-code language you
could compile your non-JavaScript code to instead? That is
what WebAssembly is.
I’m going to explain how WebAssembly works and how
to use it in this talk. I’ll cover what it is, how it fits into
your application, and how to build and use your own
WebAssembly modules. And, I’ll demo how to build and
use those modules with both Rust and the WebAssembly
Text Format. That’s right, I’ll be live coding in an assembly
language. I’ll also go over some online resources for other
languages and tools that make use of WebAssembly.
When we’re done, you’ll have the footing you need to start
building applications featuring WebAssembly. So grab a
non-JavaScript language, a modern browser, and let’s and
get started!

Microsoft Azure Makes Machine
Learning Affordable and Accessible
Douglas Starnes
It’s one of the hottest topics in software development that
is not a buzzword. It’s for real. It’s also really tough. So how
can anyone who needs machine learning get started? That’s
where Microsoft Azure comes in. Offering a collections of
tools that you can get started with for free, Azure makes
it possible to perform machine learning tasks with little
or no code involved. Microsoft Azure Machine Learning
Studio and Workbench give novices and seasoned users
a complete toolchain and workflow for a wide variety
of machine learning projects. From data ingestion to
operationalization via web services, developers and data
professionals can leverage the power of predictive engines
without a Ph.D. And since it’s opinion-free, supporting
current and open source technologies such as Python, R
and TensorFlow,
you can integrate Azure ML with existing projects. In
addition to the free starter tiers, it’s cost effective when you
are ready to upgrade because everything is in the Azure
cloud and pay for what you use. And you might not need
to build anything at all. Azure Cognitive Services provides
APIs that let you integrate vision, speech recognition into

your app, today! Why buy a supercomputer when you
can rent one? You don’t need a data center or a staff of
eggheads, just Azure Machine Learning.

A Physics of Software Design
David Michael Gregg
Learning how to write quality, maintainable code has
been a question left to intuition, personal reinvention
(after repeated failure), and the memorization of maxims
such as “Tell Don’t Ask”, “Feature Envy”, SOLID, et al.
But can we compare these maxims – these learned
lessons – across paradigms, and arrive at a generalization
which serves as a sort of guiding “Grand Unified Theory
of Software Development” (Jim Weirich)?
Some of this work has been done, and the resulting
concept and vocabulary is not only simple to explain (and
immediately applicable) to early learners, but can serve as
a metric for quantifying maintainability and refactoring
opportunities at all levels of software architecture.

Introduction to the R Language and
Ecosystem
David Body
This session will introduce you to R, a general purpose
programming language and software environment that
is popular for data analysis and visualization. We will
introduce the R language, focusing on examples of the
kinds of things that R excels at like data wrangling,
exploratory data analysis, statistical computing, machine
learning, and data visualization.
We’ll also introduce the R ecosystem, including the
tidyverse, an opinionated collection of R packages
designed to make data science fast, fluent, and fun.
No prior knowledge of R is required. The emphasis
will be on breadth rather than depth. You’ll come
away with a basic understanding of what R is all about
and suggestions for how to learn more.

Scrum Master, Beyond the
Certification
Diana Williams
Imagine if your job was to herd elephants, corral
monkeys or discuss death defying acts overhead; under
the bigtop of Scrum. Maybe a police officer protecting
and serving the team working diligently to build
potentially shippable products. Or a psychic foretelling of
coming fortunes or doom. Most Scrum Masters start with

Guy Royse
Douglas Starnes
David Michael Gregg
David Body
Diana Williams
Scott McAllister
Jennifer Wadella
Laurie Barth
a two day certification, but never learn about the plethora
of other roles they need to perform outside of facilitating
the events listed in the Scrum Guide. Join this session to
find hidden treasures and adventurous roles inside the
world of the Scrum Master.

Flexbox + CSS Grid = Awesome!
Scott McAllister
The traditional ‘box’ layout model was designed to
layout documents, not apps. Many hours have been
lost endlessly tinkering with the positioning of HTML
elements, but the joy at achieving perfect alignment
is short-lived. Everything looks great until the page is
loaded on a mobile device, and it looks like you threw
things on a page from across the room. There’s a better
way! In this talk I will teach you about the flexbox layout
model and CSS grid. We will cover these concepts at a
high level, discuss why they are a better approach, and
I will show you how to use them effectively. Used in
tandem, these widely supported techniques can make
your pages responsive, more accessible, and easier to
build.

Jewelbots: How to Get More
Girls Coding!
Jennifer Wadella
Girls just wanna have fun … coding their own
programmable jewelry! Jewelbots are the latest in
wearable tech that allow you to write your own code.
This live coding demo will introduce you to the Jewelbots
API, highlight fun projects, & talk through tips on
encouraging young women in tech.

A Software Engineer’s Guide to
DevOps
Laurie Barth
I’m a software engineer who spends her time writing
code and developing apps. I have a pretty good grasp of
the vocabulary and technologies relevant to my job. But
what happens when another facet of engineering, one
that is gaining a lot of traction and has a large footprint
of its own starts becoming more and more relevant to
my day to day tasks? Well, that’s exactly what happened
to me last year when DevOps became a big part of my
role. This is my attempt to impart all of that knowledge
onto you.
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Angular2+ Reactive Forms
Lyndsey Padget

If you’re using Angular2+ and building forms the
way you’ve always built them, you’re missing out on
an amazingly powerful feature of the framework.
Reactive forms (aka model-driven forms) allow you
to build forms in the Javascript (or Typescript) file,
making complex validation and error-handling a
breeze. In this talk, we’ll walk through the steps to
build a standard-but-tricky form, using the Reactive
Forms approach, from scratch.

Introduction to Clean Architecture
using ASP.NET Core
Mayuri Shah

An introduction of Clean Architecture with ASP.NET
Core. Clean Architecture is a way to write looselycoupled, dependency-inverted code. In previous
years this was also known as hexagonal, ports-andadapters, or onion architecture. The goal of this
presentation is to provide a basic structure that can
be used to build Domain-Driven Design (DDD)based or simply well-factored, SOLID applications
using .NET Core. This architecture can be the basis
for designing microservices. The attendees will get a
great deal of value by understanding this architecture.
This will enable them to write loosly coupled
dependency-inverted api services.

Git Demystified!
David Body

Git is a lot simpler than it looks.
Everything in a Git repository is based on just
three fundamental types of objects: blobs, trees,
and commits. Once you understand what these
are and how they relate to each other, the apparent
complexity of Git melts away revealing a simple,
elegant system that is powerful because it is simple.
In this talk, we’ll look under the covers of Git to
see what is actually in a git repository on disk
and what happens when you enter git commands
like git commit. You’ll come away with a better
understanding of how Git really works and greater
confidence in using Git.
Note: This is not an introduction to Git or a “how to”
tutorial. You’ll get more out of this talk if you have
at least a little familiarity with Git, even (or perhaps
especially) if you’re struggling to get Git.

•

Deep Learning For Folks Without
(or With!) a Ph.D.
Douglas Starnes

How does a computer identify pictures of cats?
What about translating speech from one language
to another? Or drive a car? Creating lifelike photos
of people who don’t exist? These are jobs for deep
learning. Using neural networks, deep learning
is a specialization of machine learning with a
predisposition for perceptual tasks requiring lots of
data. If this sounds hard, it’s because it is! However,
the Python community has pitched in and offered
two libraries which are the focus of this talk. Keras is
an high level conceptual API which allows developers
to focus on the why of deep learning projects instead
of the how. For those who need more control, or to
invent something new, TensorFlow is a lower-level
library which is also a backend for Keras. Between the
two there is something for everyone available in the
exciting new world of deep learning.

How Long Will It Take? - Estimation
Methods To Answer The Impossible
Question
Jared Faris
“How long will it take?” is something no developer
likes to hear. Devs don’t work in a vacuum; someone
in the business will want to do some planning.
This talk will start with why you need to be good
at estimating and cover fallacies surrounding it
(including its role in Agile). We’ll discuss multiple
ways to perform estimates with their pros and cons.
You’ll leave knowing why estimation is important
with tools to make it easier and less scary.

What’s my motivation?
Aaron Guldberg

How to design solutions that hit the mark by looking
beyond just the given requirements to understand
the underlying motivation behind the ask that often
doesn’t get documented and leads to suboptimal
solutions. This session shows how to capture this
information in the early analysis phase of projects and
then how that information can be used in solution
design modeling and product selection.

Lyndsey Padget
Mayuri Shah
David Body
Douglas Starnes
Jared Faris
Aaron Guldberg
Michael Eaton
Dave Leininger

Leadership Journey: From Software
Developer to Leader
Michael Eaton

You’ve spent years working on your skills as a
software developer. You measure your days by the
number of commits you’ve made and look forward
to the daily pairing sessions with your team mates.
Then, one day, a leadership position opens up on
your team and you start thinking about it. Should I
or shouldn’t I? What if I go for it and end up hating it
or I’m just not that good at it? What if I love it? How
will my day change? In this interactive session, we’ll
explore “why leadership”, answer some hard questions
and talk about one developer’s path from writing code
to leading people and the challenges that have been
experienced.

Deconstructing Interaction
Platforms - Technical Review of
Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter
Dave Leininger
Most of us have ‘liked’ or swiped a comment in a
conversation thread. The underlying code relies
on a growing data model for delivery of comment
information to users and to other solutions in the
software system. Attendees will learn of the tools
and techniques used the Big 3 in their interaction
platforms, with a checklist of capabilities that you will
be expected to have in your reusable library.
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JavaScript Async Deep-dive

Building a Blockchain

Rob Ondrej
Richardson
Balas

Callbacks, promises, async, oh my! Asynchrony in
Like the cloud nearly a decade ago, blockchain is
JavaScript has come of age. We’ll start with a quick history
the newest buzzword appearing everywhere. At the
of the 3 techniques. Then dive in deep to async and await.
foundation of cryptocurrency implementations like
How can you transition from callbacks to promises or
Bitcoin, blockchain technology is also being adopted
promises to async? How can you use legacy code with
& used across many industries for anything from
await? How can your legacy code call your async functions?
mundane record keeping to energy distribution. In
Whether you’re using Babel or evergreen browsers, as Yoda
this session I will dissect & build a simple blockchain
would say, “async code write you can.”
implementation, leaving you with an understanding
of the common components & how they are being
used in many cryptocurrency implementations today.
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Don’t forget to to join
us for the 2019
Indy.Code() Attendee 		
Party on Thursday at:

Join us to learn more about these disabilities, what it
is like to surf the web with a disability, & what we as
good citizens of the web can do to help.

Bier Brewery North
13720 N. Meridian St.
Carmel, Indiana 46032
6:00 pm- 8:00 pm
Socialize, make new 		
friends and have fun!
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Friday 1:15pm
Creating an Agile Development Environment....
Full Stack ASP.NET MVC Core Performance Tuning
What’s All The Fuss About Serverless?
Getting Started with Virtual Reality Development
Kotlin - Less Code, More Fun
Become a Remote Working Pro
Bootstrap Your App with AWS Amplify!

Creating an Agile Development
Environment for React Native
With AzureDevOps
Jacob Van Brunt
An introduction and guide to creating a Agile
development enviroment with for mobile applications,
specificly React Native and AzureDevOps. The guide will
introduce:
1) How to setup branch policies to reinforce knowledge
transfer.
2) How to create CI/CD process to increase the feeback
loop.
3) Best practices for connecting code and project
planning to enhance transparency.

Full Stack ASP.NET MVC Core
Performance Tuning
Dustin Ewers

Application performance is often under-appreciated. At
least until the user complaints start rolling in. Spending
time tuning your application can be tough to justify to
management, but performance is the ultimate feature.
Even small increases in performance can drastically
improve adoption of your application. Performance
impacts the bottom line like a meteorite impacts the
Earth.
In this talk, we’re going to tune modern web applications
built in ASP.NET Core. You’ll learn how to measure
performance and find bottlenecks. You’ll also learn how
to fix common performance issues and best practices that
you can follow to create performant code. You’ll leave this
talk with a plethora of tools and techniques that you can
use on the job. After this talk, you’ll be able to make apps
faster than Usain Bolt with cheetahs for shoes.

What’s All The Fuss About
Serverless?
Taylor Krusen

Dude, where’s my server?! The word ‘Serverless’ can be a
bit misleading, but this architecture style has exploded in
the tech industry and offers a myriad of unique benefits.
Unfortunately, real comprehension of this concept has
been abstracted away just as much as the server—turning
the word ‘Serverless’ into little more than marketing
jargon. In this talk we’ll define Serverless, work through a
sample, discuss the benefits / compromises, go over realworld use cases, and examine the Serverless economy.

Getting Started with Virtual
Reality Development
Brad! Jones

Augmented, Virtual, and Mixed Reality are terms that
have been discussed for decades, but have reached
mainstream status in the past few years. Is this all
just a fad, or is there viable business opportunities
for developers? In this session you’ll learn how these
technologies differ from each other as well as discover
how easy it is to take what you already know as a
developer and start developing applications. The
session will include a demo of building a basic VR
solution using Unity from scratch.

Kotlin - Less Code, More Fun
Michael Fazio

Write less (but safer!) code in your Android apps or
any JVM-based projects
Ever work on an Android app and tire of all the
boilerplate code? Or spend hours chasing down
NullPointerExceptions in your Java app? Enter Kotlin,
JetBrains’ new(ish) free, open-source programming
language that targets the JVM. This means you can
use it everywhere you use Java, but with a modern,
succinct syntax.
For native Android developers, Kotlin is not only
available, but it’s now considered a first-class
language. You’re able to write an app completely with
Kotlin, or switch over entire components, or even just
change your models to Kotlin’s data classes (which
removes a TON of boilerplate code.)
Oh, and for anyone using Java elsewhere, you can add
in Kotlin code to your existing application. Kotlin
is 100% interoperable with Java, meaning all your
existing code/libraries/tests will work with any Kotlin
code you write.
Doing JavaScript development? Kotlin can be
transpiled into ES5, and there are even libraries
available to use React or Angular with Kotlin.
C# dev working on any kind of Java project? You’ll
feel much more at home with Kotlin, given features
like nullable types, properties (rather than getters/
setters), and extension methods.
We’ll walk through Kotlin’s features, check out the
syntax, and even create a small Android application
so you can see Kotlin in action.

Jacob Van Brunt
Dustin Ewers
Taylor Krusen
Brad! Jones
Michael Fazio
Michael Eaton
Mat Warger

Become a Remote Working Pro
Michael Eaton

There is no doubt about it, working remotely can be
an amazing experience – no commute and wearing
pants is optional! Of course, it’s not all rainbows and
unicorns since there are challenges to overcome and
of course work to be done. This interactive session
will answer questions like, “how can I convince my
boss to let me work remotely?”, “how can I make
sure they don’t forget about me once I start working
remotely?” and many more. It will equip you with the
tools and techniques for being a successful remote
team member.

Bootstrap Your App with AWS
Amplify!
Mat Warger

Front-end development can be complicated. There
are enough libraries, and enough churn, to make
anyone feel lost in the shuffle. Common concerns
for any non-trivial modern web application include
features like authentication, user content, logging,
and analytics. In this session, we break down and
demo the key features of AWS Amplify – an opensource library from Amazon. Amplify abstracts away
the common functionality that so many applications
share and allows developers to focus on building
– not plumbing! In this session, we walk through
a simple application highlighting the features and
tools the library provides. This should leave you with
the knowledge of how and why you would integrate
this with your own projects. The session will use
React to demonstrate the features of the library, but
general front-end development experience is all that
is required.
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Suite 11 & 12
Suite 13 & 14
Suite 15
Suite 2 & 3
Suite 4 & 5
Suite 6 & 7
Suite 8, 9, 10

Writing End-To-End Tests Using Headless....
Deploying Infrastructure - Azure....
Hack Proof: Software Design for a Hostile Internet
Internet of Things, Defogged
JavaScript Test Coverage - a cozy blanket....
Being Right is Not Enough
AUTOMATE ALL THE THINGS!!!....

Writing End-To-End Tests Using
Headless Chrome & Puppeteer
Gaines Kergosien

End-to-end tests are great! They ensure a great
experience for your users, prevent bugs, and save
money. However, they also have a history of being
brittle and slow... but not any more! In this talk we’ll
cover end-to-end testing conceptually, then use
Headless Chrome and Puppeteer to write powerful
tests that can run on top of any stack.

Deploying Infrastructure Azure Resource Management
Paul Hacker

Does it take you days to deploy your infrastructure?
In this session we are going to introduce you to Azure
Resource Manager and demonstrate how we create
Azure Resource Manager (ARM) templates using
Visual Studio 2017 and then deploy the infrastructure
to Azure in minutes. We are going to peek under
the covers of the ARM templates to show you what
is going on inside the template and why you should
be implementing it today. We will look at the Azure
portal and walk through the infrastructure we
deployed. Lastly we will look at the Azure Resource
Template Visualizer and show you a great way to use
it to get you started with ARM template creation.

Hack Proof: Software Design
for a Hostile Internet
Rob Bogue

Software today is subjected to numerous vectors of
attacks. The Internet world is a hostile world and
our apps need to be expecting to encounter digital
terrorists who want to use our applications to get
inside our organization. In this session you’ll learn
about some of the most common attack vectors for
applications and what you can do about them. We’ll
discuss techniques for protecting from user input
including injection and cross site scripting attacks.
• Dispel myths about hacking and application
vulnerability • Identify common threat vectors for
applications • Discover strategies for addressing
common threat vectors

Internet of Things, Defogged
Shaun Greene

There is no doubt that IoT is gaining momentum. The
vast network of connected devices today will grow to
more than four devices per person on the planet by
2020. Many companies are lagging behind this trend,
due to confusion over the plethora of terms, concepts,
proprietary standards, protocols, and solutions for
internet-connected things.
During “Internet of Things, Defogged” you will
learn: * The Google Cloud Platform (GCP) reference
architecture for a typical IoT solution * Specific
GCP services mapped to business and system needs
* Real-life case studies and modern deployment
options * Efficient processing and storage of sensor
data * GCP services including Cloud IoT Core, Pub/
Sub, Dataflow, BigQuery, BigTable, Cloud MLE, and
TensorFlow
Participants will learn about possible choices (and
consequences) of making particular architecture
decisions that affect power efficiency, reliability, cost,
etc. Additionally, discuss present real-world case
studies and address practical questions which often
arise during IoT adoption by enterprises.
Attendees are encouraged to think of potential use
cases and bring for discussion.

JavaScript Test Coveragea cozy blanket on for a rainy day
Aaron King

Taylor Krusen
Paul Hacker
Rob Bogue
Shaun Greene
Aaron King
Zach Beer
JP O’Donnell
I’m also not alone.
How you communicate to the people around you will
change everything about how they perceive you. If
you fail to understand their point of view, they will
reject you – no matter how correct you may be. Feel
like your ideas aren’t heard? Can’t understand why no
one takes you seriously? Maybe it’s not them; maybe
it’s you. In this session, I’ll speak candidly about the
journey I took from self-centered to team-centered.
We’ll examine how today, more than ever, software
creation is a team sport. We’ll look at how teams
can set themselves up for success or failure from the
outset. Most of all, I’ll provide the tools that I use
every day to keep from pushing my teammates away
from me.

AUTOMATE ALL THE THINGS!!!
(from the database perspective)
JP O’Donnell

What do you do when you start with just 3 databases,
4 test envs, and a handful of developers, and now
you have over 100 databases, 80+ environments,
and 100+ developers? How do you keep up with
all of that change? How do you keep everything in
sync? Let’s walk through what we tried, tested, and
eventually went with. We have over 3000 databases
across 80+ environments, keeping everything
configured correctly, keeping the databases in sync,
and designing it all to allow us to continue to grow
has been an adventure.

Getting 100% coverage is hard but you still want
to keep your toes warm on a cold day. In this
session we’ll talk about frameworks, tools and write
some tests. We’ll also go over some techniques for
continuous integration and finding code that is just
tested and not used. We’ll go over real life examples
of good coverage and bad. You’ll learn how I became
a TDD convert after fixing the same bugs over and
over again.

Being Right is Not Enough
Zach Beer

When I entered software development, I was an
arrogant jerk. I thought I knew everything and what
I didn’t know I would figure out on my own. I was
wrong.

@amegala
#indycode
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Suite 11 & 12
Suite 13 & 14
Suite 15
Suite 16
Suite 4 & 5
Room J

Friday 3:45pm
D3.js for beginners
Quantum Computing and Q#
Git Merge, Resets and Branches
ExploRing CRISP-DM: Valuable Data Model Plans....
Influence, Not Control
Building Serverless Applications Without the
Vendor Lock In - Introduction to Knative

D3.js for beginners
Zaynaib Giwa
The D3 library has a high learning curve. This workshop
will teach the fundamentals of D3.js version 4 from a
beginners perspective. This workshop will give a brief
overview of SVGs , data binding, and plotting basic graphs
such as bar charts,line, and scatter graphs with the D3
library.

Quantum Computing and Q#
Ken Hill
How does quantum computing work and how can you
write quantum programs? We will explort Microsoft
Q# and Microsoft Quantum Katas to learn quantum
computing.

Git Merge, Resets and Branches
Victor Pudelski
Two developers can work on the same files at the same time
and it doesn’t have to be scary. Git Merge makes it easy to
ensure we can see what’s changed, where conflicts occurred
and give us an opportunity to resolve them peacefully. In
general, Git provides tools for rolling files back, isolating
R&D initiatives and much much more. This session will
focus on some more advanced Git commands and how we
can use them in our daily projects to ensure source control
is never a burden but an ally in getting work done quickly,
easily and without interrupting other fellow developers.

ExploRing CRISP-DM: Valuable
Data Model Plans in
R Programming for Better Business
Value

beginning a data science career to learn how to present
effective information to gain meaningful management
buyin for data exploration.

Influence, Not Control
Susan Shapiro
Our interfaces help people by allowing them to complete
tasks, find information, and all of the other things we
imagine technology can do.
How do you make people more likely to act or to develop
habits?
How can you help people make better decisions?
How can we help people to do what they want and need,
without taking advantage of them?
Explore some of the principles of Psychology that can be
used to Influence behavior.
Consider the ethical choices that we make as we help
people to act in their own self interest, while building our
business.

Building Serverless Applications
Without the Vendor Lock-In...
Introduction to Knative

Zaynaib Giwa
Ken Hill
Victor Pudelski
Pierre DeBois
Susan Shapiro
Jeff Butler

Don’t forget to to join us
for the 2019
Indy.Code() Attendee
Party on Thursday at:
Bier Brewery North
13720 N. Meridian St.
Carmel, Indiana 46032
6:00 pm- 8:00 pm
Socialize, make new
friends and have fun!

Jeff Butler
Knative from Google is a Kubernetes based platform for
building serverless applications. In this session we’ll explore
what it means to be “serverless”, and how Knative can help
you build serverless applications that can be deployed to
many different public cloud providers, as well as being
deployed on premises.

Pierre DeBois
R programming and Python are the leading programming
languages in data science. With so many data models that
can be created, knowing how to manage data in a project
becomes a daunting task. CRISP-DM (Cross-Industry
Standard Process for Data Mining) is an industry-proven
methodology for data mining efforts. Through an overview
of example libraries in R programming and data types
that appear in a database, this session will guide attendees
towards best practices in examining data and developing
models efficiently. It will also help developers who are

@amegala
#indycode

Don’t forget to tag your experiences, photos, & fun with:

					

#indycode
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About Amegala
A little bit about Amegala:
The software industry is one of constant change.
New tools and frameworks are introduced at an ever increasing pace.
Development, Architecture, and Management paradigms shift only to shift back with the
next hardware innovation.

The industry itself is growing, doubling in size every 5 years.
Cornerstone industries in the economy, financial, insurance, medical, and government, all rely on
software to be efficient and effective.
What this means is everyday we become more dependent on our software systems.
Half the working developers have less than 5 years experience and need training to write quality
code. Those with more than 5 years experience are looking for opportunities to learn new, efficient
tools while trying to keep up with their backlog of work.
We founded Amegala in 2010 with the belief that software development is an essential
industry and the people who develop and manage software have a key role to play in the
future of our economy. As responsible members of the software development community
we see it as our mission to help grow and improve that community to which
we owe so much.
Don’t forget to be social. Win prizes!

#indycode

Let us, & your friends, & the WORLD know about your experiences at this year’s Indy.Code().
Post pics or text about your favorite session, workshop, speakers, food, hallway conversation or that perfect selfie with
your co-workers to facebook, twitter, or instagram.

@Amegala
AmegalaConferences
Amegala_Conferences

Don’t forget to be social. Win prizes!
Let us, & your friends, & the WORLD know about
your experiences at this year’s Indy.Code().
Post pics or text about your favorite session,
workshop, speakers, food, hallway conversation or
that perfect selfie with your co-workers to
facebook, twitter, or instagram.

know code?
apply (now);

Make sure to mention or tag us for a chance to win
great prizes!

BITLOFT.COM/CAREERS
hello@bitloft.com

Custom Web + Mobile Applications
Game Development

Indy.Code() 2019 Speakers
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impact tactics made possible by the recent breakthroughs
David Body
Scott Addie
in software, like Power BI. He is the author of three
Room
D
David
W.
Body
is
a
freelance
software
developer
and
Scott Addie is an avid blogger, a Telerik Developer
books, including the world’s No. 1-selling Power BI book,
Network
author,Eand a technical evangelist of the modern data science consultant based in Des Moines, Iowa. He is
Room
has penned over 600 articles and whitepapers, and also
available
for
consulting
and
contract
work.
web. Scott has reached masses of developers through
occasionally sleeps. For more information, visit https://
Room
F and speaking engagements at user
blog posts,
articles,
powerpivotpro.com/.
groups,
code
camps,
and
conferences
across
the
globe.
Rob Bogue
Room H
With a strong emphasis on JavaScript and the Microsoft
Robert Bogue has contributed to more than 100 book
Randy Cox
Room Istack, Scott holds numerous industryweb technology
projects and numerous publishing projects, and has
Randy has been a professional programmer for 20
recognized
Microsoft
Room
J development certifications
authored 25 books of his own, including “The SharePoint
years, and has focused exclusively on front-end web
and has been named a Microsoft MVP twice in the
Shepherd’s
Guide
for
End
Users”.
As
a
fifteen-time
recipient
development since 2004. He enjoys digging into legacy
awardRoom
category K
of Visual Studio and Development
of the Microsoft MVP award, Robert has spoken to tens
code to make it easier to understand and maintain. He
Technologies.
His
thought
leadership
in
the
.NET
Room L
of thousands of people around the world. Writing about
community has also earned him a seat in the Progress
Developer Experts program. As a firm believer in giving
back to the community, Scott is a frequent open source
contributor to high-profile GitHub projects in the
Microsoft developer ecosystem. In his day job as a “blue
badge”, Scott produces ASP.NET Core content for docs.
microsoft.com.

John Azariah
John is a frequent speaker at conferences on various
topics of expertise including on functional programming,
cloud computing, computer science and software
engineering.
He has over 25 years of experience writing all kinds of
software - from packaged applications (Oracle Forms,
Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Project); tools (BrightSword
Designer); web sites, web, and cloud applications (MYOB
AccountRight, Microsoft Azure Batch).
He currently works for the Microsoft Quantum
Computing group and leads the effort for data platform
supporting the quantum program, and is a member of
the Q# Language Design Committee.

Ash Banaszek
I am a senior UXer at Union Pacific in Omaha with
over half a decade of experience in the UX field. I love
melding psychology and technology; that’s why I love
the fields of Human-Computer Interaction and User
Experience. Whether it be guest lecturing at universities,
training co-workers, or speaking at tech conferences, I
love to teach and try to keep my sessions as interesting
as possible. At my sessions you will be asked thoughtful
questions, come away with some useful information, and
(perhaps) leave entertained.

Laurie Barth
Laurie is a software developer and consultant at Ten Mile
Square Technologies. The company’s job is to design
solutions to difficult problems and then help implement
them for companies of all shapes and sizes. Depending
on the day she can be found using any number of
technologies from different languages to frameworks and
other support tools. Laurie describes herself as talkative,
outgoing and someone who loves to ask questions.

Zach Beer
Zach Beer has spent the last fourteen years developing
software for companies around the Chicago area, gaining
deep technical and organizational skills applicable
to a range of industries and corporate structures. He
specializes in understanding business value and applying
that understanding to the process of creating software.
An agile coach, software architect, and speaker, Zach is
passionate about helping people and companies reach
their potential.

topics from networking and certification to Microsoft
applications and business needs, Robert blogs at www.
thorprojects.com/blog.

Jeff Brown
Jeff Scott Brown is the co-founder of the Grails and
Micronaut frameworks, leads the Grails and Micronaut
practices at Object Computing (objectcomputing.com),
and is also a Partner. He has been doing JVM application
development for as long as the JVM has existed. He has
spent most of the last decade focused specifically on work
related to the Grails framework, is a key contributor to the
frameworks’ core development, and recently co-founded
the Micronaut framework.
You can find Jeff on Twitter @jeffscottbrown (https://
twitter.com/jeffscottbrown)

Kyle Burns
Kyle Burns has been developing solutions with Microsoft
tools for nearly 20 years and leads DMI’s establishment of a
Converged Reality Practice. Kyle participated as a Technical
Reviewer for some of the earliest books on .NET and has
authored books on developing modern applications for
Windows Store and Azure. As someone who simply loves
to share knowledge, when Kyle isn’t working to provide
clients training or solutions he spends much of his free
time mentoring youth or teaching Scuba.

Jeff Butler
Jeff is a Senior Platform Architect with Pivotal. He has
been active in the enterprise Java eco-system for over 15
years. Jeff is long-time committer to the MyBatis (formerly
iBatis) persistence framework and is the creator of MyBatis
Generator and MyBatis Dynamic SQL.
Jeff is passionate about open source and software
craftsmanship. You can follow his ongoing adventures at
GitHub https://github.com/jeffgbutler.

Rob Collie
Rob Collie is leading a revolution into a new era of business
intelligence (BI). He is the founder of PowerPivotPro,
the world’s first fully agile BI consulting firm that meets
companies where they are with data, and empowers them
to make more of it in a way that spurs smarter business
decisions, in a fraction of the time and cost of traditional
firms. An engineering leader in BI and analytics during his
14-year career at Microsoft, Collie knows how to put data
to work to give companies a competitive advantage, and is
a firm believer in showing leaders how to create solutions
that can be replicated long after the partnership ends,
instead of creating co-dependent relationships.
Collie’s driving passion is to banish the dysfunctional,
plodding methodologies of the traditional BI industry, and
to replace them with the business-empowered, immediate-

lives with his family in the only city named Noblesville in
the whole world.

Pierre DeBois
Pierre DeBois is the founder and CEO of Zimana, an
analytics consultancy that help organizations achieve
profitability improvements in marketing and business
operations from their data. Zimana has provided
analytics services for businesses from many industries.
Zimana’s blog is an AllTop analytics blog, while its @
zimanaanalytics was named among the top 100 Twitter
accounts for big data discussion according to the Big
Data Republic/PeerIndex #BigData100.
Pierre has provided digital marketing and analytic
workshops. He has conducted workshops for the City
of Chicago Treasurer’s Office as part of the 2014 Small
Business Expo (SBE).
He has also conducted several workshops for the
following since the 2014 SBE;
• A general marketing workshop and panel for General
Assembly in Chicago;
• CivicBLUE workshops for BlueLacuna, a business
incubator in the Pilsen neighborhood of Chicago;
CivicBLUE explained the importance of data science for
developing community solutions
• The DX Summit, a marketing conference hosted by
CMS Wire since 2015.
• R programming workshop at Interop ITX in Las Vegas
• Analytics workshop for Content Marketing World in
Cleveland.
In 2018 Pierre will present on Google Analytics and R
programming at Indy.Code and Nebraska.Code.
His workshops have covered the gamut of business,
data science, and programming topics, with a focus
on JavaScript frameworks, Google Analytics, and R
Programming.
Pierre is also an analytics tech and business intelligence
writer. He has contributed articles to CMS Wire,
DMNews, and several properties for UBMTech such as
AllAnalytics. He is also an associate editor of business
book reviews for Small Business Trends, as well as credit
as a technical editor for two Pearson/Que publications.
Pierre has been featured in the Chicago Sun Times, and
was a presenter for the Google Get Your Business Online
program. He successfully brought the program back to
Gary Indiana in 2017.
Pierre is Prairie View A & M University graduate
(mechanical engineering) and a Georgia Tech graduated
(MBA). He is a native of Gary, Indiana, serving small
businesses and organizations throughout the United
States.
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beenyour
a software
developer
knows
thatbyyou
should
check
parameters,
for
most
of
my
life.
I
started
programming
when I was
& watch out for SQL injection, but is that really
still in elementary
anthe
Apple
II. I haveto
worked
enough?
If you haveschool
neveron
had
opportunity
on
Timex/Sinclair,
Apple,
Commodore,
IBM
PC,
spend time hacking your own applications, you IBM
System/390,
HPyourself
Tandem,a systems.
I have
are
really doing
disservice.
Moreprogrammed
than
in BASIC,
Visual
Basic, Fortran,
Cobol, Mark
IV, IBM
ever,
the web
is becoming
an increasingly
hostile
Assembly,
x86
Assembly,
C#,
JavaScript,
Java,
Python,
environment, & because of it developers really need
Ruby
more.game. In this session we will go over
to
stepand
up their
some of the methodologies that we use internally to
Brad!
Joneshelping developers to think more
test
applications,
strategically
about Jones
designing
for best-selling
general
Bradley (“Brad!”)
is an applications
internationally
security.
As has
partwritten
of this conversation
willa go
over of
author that
over 20 booksI on
variety
active
attacks
thatBrad
we have
seen against
developer
topics.
is known
for his production
years of overseeing
sites
using steralized
examples.
Developer.com,
Codeguru,
HTMLGoodies and a
number of other developer-centric sites for QuinStreet,
a performance marketing company and publisher. He
also managed
the QuinStreet B2B editorial team, which
Randy
Walker
guided the
content
for sites
eWeek,
ITBusinessEdge,
Loading
from
text files
usingasBCP,
parsing
rows with
DatabaseJournal,
and&WebDeveloper,
and more. In
cursors,
temp tables,
crazy sub-queries!
the Indianapolis area, he was one of the founders of
the Indianapolis Developers Association as well as
IndyTechFest. He has been recognized as a Microsoft
Kelley
MVP, aMcManus
SIIA CODiE judge, and more.
Kelley is a Delivery/Change Management professional
with
over 18
years (yep, that makes me old) of
Aaron
King
significant experience spanning from oversight of
Programming is not only my profession but also my hobby
local Project Management Offices to Global Strategy
and integrated into my lifestyle. I think that computers and
development, & management of Global Project
technology help me lead a more fulfilling life and make
Delivery teams. (Whew, done talking about myself in
best use of my time. My family, friends, and co-workers
3rd person now. That was weird.)
would call me a geek or nerd. I am proud of those titles. I
During
my career,
I’ve beenwith
partaofwebsite
SeniorinStrategic
have always
been working
various forms
teams,
as well
as, assisted
business
in I
since 1996.
I grew
up withsenior
computers
andleaders
technology.
building
strategic
tactical
to develop
don’t know
what I&would
beplans
like without
that.missioncritical business & technical projects. That was a lot
of
words, so
here’s the gist: I’ve done A LOT in the
Taylor
Krusen
Delivery field, & have spent my career making people
A
tech-enthusiast
and work
Japanophile,
Taylor
& the companies they
for “happy,
” butKrusen
there is an
Associate
Developer
Advocate
for
Smartsheet.
He typically
was something missing in my career journey: my
spends
his time After
coding,
snowboarding,
or teaching
his
own
happiness.
nearly
20 years, I finally
figured
little
girl
the
art
of
mischief.
Taylor’s
passion
for
travel,
out how to get myself to my Happy Place! It wasn’t
collaboration,
anditlearning
a
easy,
& some days
still isn’t.have
Butinstilled
I pickedin
uphim
some
significant
for &
diversity
of thought.
tips
& tricksappreciation
along the way,
I’ve made
it a personal
mission to help others realize the importance of their
Dave
Leininger
own
happiness,
preferably before they’re 20 years
in
to their
careers.
Now, the best
part,technology
I work for a
I have
decades
of experience
in data
company
that
makes
meyears
happy,
& supports
me in
consulting.
I spent
ten
in Europe
and Southeast
Asia
spreading
the “Artdatabase
of Happiness.
” I look forward
to
while discussing
development
with enterprise
sharing
withinall
attend. I have consulted in a variety of
developers
20that
countries.
public and private companies, and government agencies,
with a focus on data architecture, integration, and analysis.

SQL Server Scripting

The Art of Happiness
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Olivia
Liddell
Room
D
From Developer to Data Scientist
Gaines Kergosien
developer communities and helps others build great
OliviaRoom
Liddell is E
a Cloud Training
Specialist at LevelUp at both mega-corporations and startups, she enjoys
JavaScript
Lee Brandt
sharing in-depth knowledge on topics such as git
software.
Cloudbakers. She is a former Chicago Public Schools
Room
F specializes in
Refactoring
Team Interaction
– Dealing
Dysfunctions inTeaching
the Team
Scott
& release management,
MEAN with
stack development,
and community have long
been aGrimes
focus for Guy.
educator
who now
technology training
microservices & REST, test-driven development, agile
He is President of the Columbus JavaScript Users Group,
and change
management.
She lives
in Chicago
and Interfaces
Room
H
Adaptive
User
with
Xamarin.Forms
Duane
Newman
& kanban, healthy teams, diversity & inclusion, public
an organizer for the Columbus Machine Learners, and has
is passionate about teaching, cross stitching, and
Room
I
Building the Best Test
Automation
Solution!
Sears
speaking,
and more. Lyndsey
is involved in local
even has helped teach programmingPhilip
at a prison
in central
distance
running.
organizations that encourage women, young and old, to
Ohio.
Room J
Bridging the Gap Between
Business & Technical Requirements
Lisa Fruhling
explore careers in math and science. She believes that
Joel Lord
Room K
Package All The Things
Nathan
Schlehlein
the difference between a good software engineer and a
In past lives, Guy has worked
as a consultant
in a broad
Joel Lord is passionate about web and technology
great one often has little to do with code.
range of industries including healthcare, retail, and
Room
L to learn newTabs
Spaces
Jason Bock
in general.
He likes
thingsVs.
but most
of - The Greatest Battle of Our Time
utilities. He also has spent several years working for
all, he likes to share his discoveries. He does so by
a major insurance company in central Ohio. This has
Victor
Pudelski
travelling at various conferences all across the globe.
what can team members, facilitators, & managers
between business & technical requirements a problem

From Developer to Data Scientist Victor
passionateteams
developer
andthe
leader
readyThis
to
do is
toastrengthen
& avoid
pitfalls?

He graduated from college in computer programming
Kergosien
in the Gaines
last millennium.
Apart for a little break to get
his BSc
in computational
astrophysics,
he washumanity
always is
Due
to recent advances
in technology,
in the collecting
industry. As
evangelist
with
Auth0,
vasta technical
amounts of
data at an
unprecedented
he meets
developers
to necessary
help them to
make
web
rate,with
making
the skills
minethe
insights
a saferfrom
place.
During
his free time,valuable.
he is usually
found
this
data increasingly
So what
does it
stargazing
in aacamping
sitetosomewhere.
take for
Developer
enter the world of
data science?

tackle
challengingwill
problems
so that
theteam
world
continues
presentation
cover real
world
problems
to see
the possibilities
of tomorrow.
He works
hard& what
encountered
in software
development
projects
learning
newactions
languages
frameworks
well as from
specific
wereand
taken
to fix theseasproblems
newwithin
ways toteams.
apply the knowledge he already has. He
currently works in the Enterprise Content Management
and Capture industry as a VP of Solutions for TSC,
LLC and is the founder and developer for Next Link
Software, LLC. His career goes back nearly 2 decades
Scott McAllister
Duane Newman
with stops in every aspect of the development life cycle
Join me onhas
a journey
into theweb
world
of big data &
Scott McAllister
been building
applications
Let’s take
beyond Hello World
&
including
QA,Xamarin.Forms
Tech Support, Documentation,
Training
machine
learning
will explore
what the
in several
industries
for where
over a we
decade.
He joined
explore
how to createHe
apps
thatsharing
adapt toknowledge
your users
as well
as Development.
enjoys
work
actually
looks
like,
identify
which
skills
are
Smartsheet several years ago, building integrations
devices in the real-world. As an app developer, you
most
important,
& using
designlanguages
a roadmap
forJava,
how you toothrough speaking engagements, mentoring and his blog
with the
Smartsheet
API
like
don’t want your apps to just look great in portrait or
(gitfetchvictor.com).
can
join
this
exciting
&
profitable
industry.
Node.js, and Python. Now he’s helping others learn
landscape on a phone, you want to provide a larger
about a wide range of web technologies. When he’s
display experience option. In this session we will
Brendan
Quinn
not coding, writing or speaking he enjoys long walks
build an app that spans platforms & device types,
I’m
an
energetic
with a love
of family,ofwalking/
with his
wife,
skipping
rocks
with
his
kids,
and
is
Lee Brandt
giving users aintrovert
rich experience
, regardless
platform
hiking,
listening,
teaching,
and, of
course,
code.
happy whenever Real Salt Lake can manage a win.
or
form
factor.
Stop
making
ugly
one-layout-fits-all
If you’ve been developing for the web any length
UI apps, & start making single code-base apps your
of time, you’ve probably written some JavaScript.
users love!
Everybody wins!
Rensing
Jimmy
Miller
You know
the basics of the language & you can get Lorien

Adaptive User Interfaces with
Xamarin.Forms

JavaScript LevelUp

things
done, & applications
shipped.
as the
Lorien took a roundabout path before ending up as a
I started
programming
at the age of
10. MyBut
brother
of JavaScript
alwaysproliferation
hogged the computer,
so continues
I found myinto
ownframeworks software developer. She studied Mechanical Engineering
KnockoutJS,
before running out of scholarship money at about the
out bylike
theUnderscoreJS,
dumpster. Many
hours and AngularJS,
burned CDs
& even
to
same time she realized she was in the wrong major.
later, IAnyOtherThingYouCanThinkOfJS,
had a working Ubuntu machine. Ever
since,
Philip
Searsin the workforce, she decided to attend
(with
NodeJS) you may
findthat
yourself
After
a few years
my lifethe
hasserver
involved
programming,
whether
was
struggling
understand
write
professional, the local
community
college
with thewith
intent
to become
skipping
class in to
high
school to how
go totothe
computer
Has your
organization
struggled
properly
full-fledged
applications
JavaScript.
In this
a systems
administrator.
One C# class
she was
science
room or reading
Philipusing
Wadler
papers until
establishing
test automation?
Havelater,
you ever
tried to
session
LevelUp your JavaScript skills
hooked
andframework,
transferredbeen
into challenged
a four
early hours
ofyou
the will
morning.
buildona development
test automation
by learning
closureswhere
& how
they
help to
yearwith
program
at the
ofjust
the aren’t
University
I currently
work atabout
healthfinch
I do
Clojure
selecting
themain
rightcampus
tools, or
leveraged
modularize your javascript. Prototypal inheritance & of Cincinnati,
where
she earned
BS inpotential?
Information
fulltime.
your existing
solution
to the afullest
This
how you can extend JavaScript & you will learn about Technology
while
her first
job as a software
session will
be working
showingin
broadly
applicable
& proven
Lorien
has spoken
at the 2018 Pittsburgh
practices
for optimal
test automation
solutions. Using
Ted JavaScript
Newarddesign patterns & how they can take your developer.
JavaScript skills to the next level!
Techconcrete
Fest andexamples,
Ohio DevFest,
presents
lightning
this talk
will show
how totalks
build an
Ted Neward is an industry professional of twenty
withawesome
the Cincinnati
chapter of&Women
Who Code
on
test framework
environment
for testing
years experience. He speaks at conferences all
a variety
technical
She also
volunteers
as an
RESTofAPIs
as welltopics.
as mobile
& web
UIs.
over the world and writes regularly for a variety
instructor’s assistant at various learn to code events,
of publications across the Java, .NET, and other
targeting ages from elementary school through adult.
ecosystems. He currently resides in the Pacific
Northwest with his wife, two sons, dog, four cats,
Scott Grimes
Rob Richardson
eight laptops, seven tablets, nine phones, and a rather
Fruhling
It is a simple
Richardson
is a software craftsman building web
large utility
bill. thing to disrupt a software team, bad RobLisa
management can fracture a team, however significant properties
ASP.NET
andbe
Node,
Vue.if not
Today’sinsolutions
must
builtAngular
quickly and
& meet,
damage can be done by team members themselves. He’sexceed
a Microsoft
published author,
frequent
clientMVP,
expectations…the
first time.
Elicitation,
JP O’Donnell
Recovery from inter-team dysfunctions can feel
speaker
at conferences,
user groups,requirements
and community
collaboration
& understanding
in realJamesimpossible
(JP) O’Donnell
has It
worn
many hatstoinknow
the tech
to solve.
is important
these
events,
a diligent
teacher and
studentdeliveries.
of high But as
timeand
is critical
to successful
product
industry.
Java&Developer,
Help
Desk,Teams
C++ Developer,
pitfalls
how to avoid
them.
at all levels
quality
software
development.
You can
findhow
this to do this
technical
people
we don’t always
know
HL7 integration,
integration,
Hadoop of
of maturity EHR/EMR
can be disrupted,
the dysfunctions
and &
other
onthere’s
his blog
https://robrich.org/
let’s talks
be real,
noatsilver
bullet. In this session
Dev, and
Database Administrator.
JP currently is the
disempowerment
& broken communication
can
presentations
andabout
followstrategies
him on twitter
at @rob_rich.
Lisa will talk
for understanding
Lead Database
Adminthe
at CoverMyMeds,
quickly damage
productivity of working
any team, but
requirements so that sound architectural decisioning
with MSSQL
and Postgres.
these disruptions
will be especially felt in an agile
is made
easy. Leveraging industry best practices &
Guy
Royse
software team reliant on interactions for success.
asking simple questions can make bridging the gap
Guy
works
for
DataRobot in Columbus, Ohio as
Lyndsey
Padget
What factors
have the largest impact on teams? &
a Developer Evangelist. Combining his decades
Lyndsey Padget is the founder of Longplay Software
of experience in writing software with a passion
in Kansas City. As a full stack developer with over 14
for sharing what he has learned, Guy goes out into
years of software and web development experience

Building the Best Test
Automation Solution!

Refactoring Team InteractionDealing With Dysfunctions
Within the Team

Bridging the Gap Between Business
& Technical Requirements

given him a broad view of technology application toward
of
the past.
business
problems.
In his personal life, Guy is a hard-boiled geek interested
Package
All The Things
in role-playing games, science fiction, and technology.

Nathan
Schlehlein
He also has
a slightly less geeky interest in history and

linguistics.
So
you are a developer. That’s cool. You make people’s
dreams come true with code? Great!
In his spare time, he volunteers for his local Cub Scout
Pack, goes camping, and studies history and linguistics.
Now what?
Guy lives in Ohio with his wife, his three teenage sons, and
How
can wall
you share
your creations with the rest of the
an entire
of games.
world, especially fellow developers?

Hasan Savran

Packaging & deploying software for discovery & use
Hasan Savran is a BI Architect at Progressive Insurance.
by an audience of your programming peers tends not
He has a unique 13 year background in Information
to be fun, straightforward, or exciting.
Technology and Business Intelligence systems. He is a
Microsoft Certified Solutions Developer and the Vice
Come
to this
session
for some
President
of PASS
North
Ohio exciting,
Local Group. Hasan is
straightforward
funatasSQL
we take
a whirlwind,
polyglot
a frequent speaker
Saturdays
and he is
active
tour
of software
packaging
publishing systems.
member
of the HTML5
and&WebAssembly
W3C groups.
We
willlikes
utilize
an example
web service
Hasan
to write
about SQL
Server, client
Azure Cosmos DB,
implemented
ecosystems (JavaScript,
C#, and CSS inforhisdifferent
blog. (https://h-savran.blogspot.com/)
Python, Java, C#, Ruby) to compare & contrast the
steps needed to make your super cool code public &
Mayuri Shah
your project a success.
I was introduced to programming in very young age. I
have been in the industry for last 14 years mostly building
applications using Microsoft tools and frameworks.
Passionate about solving business problems using technical
solutions. Programming is not just a profession its intricate
Jason
Bock
part of me.
Tabs. Spaces. Such simple things, yet the epic wars
that
have Shapiro
been raged around these characters in
Susan
developer
circles have
been tumultuous.
I am an advocate
for people
who need toCountless
use technology
hours
been wasted
in code
reviewsfrustrated,
debating or just
and arehave
befuddled,
confused,
irritated,
who
& wrong.
Teams
have
been torn asunder.
tired isofright
having
things not
work
well.
Trolling has reached internet-crashing proportions.
But
thethe
question
which
one isunderstand
better?
I help
people remains:
who create
products
how

Tabs Vs. Spaces - The Greatest
Battle of Our Time

people think, perceive, and act.
In this session, we’ll cut through the hyperbole &
The first step
in down
this process
is to understand
that you are
emotions
& get
to business.
We’ll see how
seldom designing
for code,
people
Then, you
compilers
work with
&who
how are
testslike
areyou.
set up
need
knowledge
that help&you
see the world
to
yield
hard factsand
on tools
performance
memory
through
other’s
usage.
We’ll
use eyes.
this information to make rationale
judgements for our coding standards. Come to this
I make use
understanding
human
session
withofamy
sense
of humor, & of
leave
withbehavior
insight (a
PhDcode
in Human
Factors
Psychology)
and my
many years as
into
analysis,
automation,
& decision
making.
an instructor, helping people use software.
I currently work with GravityDrive where we help people
create better experiences.
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Douglas
Starnes
Room
D
Intro to Actions on Google
Benjamin Wicks
Douglas Starnes is a polyglot ninja and tech community Missouri’s Coolest Woman according to Pure Wow.
Indy.Code() & Amegala Conferences owes a
Room
E
Front-end
2018
Richard Lock
much, but can handle 140 characters
influencer
in the Memphis
area making
stuff that Need-to-Knows
works She doesn’t blog
great deal of gratitude to all of our Sponsors,
on moreRoom
than just F
the web. He specializes
the fields of - @likeOMGitsFEDAY
Top 10in Development
Behaviors of High Performing Teams Attendees, & Speakers forJeremy
makingSuing
the 2019
mobile, data science and machine learning. Douglas is a
Room
Up a Mod.
Project
w/
Angular
2,
TypeScript,
&
Angular
CLI
Kevin
Grossnicklaus
Pluralsight
author,H
co-director of Set
the Memphis
Python Web
conference so successful.
Mat Warger
User Group
and a Iboard memberCareer
of the Memphis
.NET
Room
Development
Anti-Patterns
Joe Morgan
Mat Warger
is a senior consultant with Keyhole Software.
Without the hard work of everyone involved,
User Group. He is a frequent conference speaker who
He
enjoys
learning
new
concepts
and
has
leveraged
Room
Debug
YouratXcode Project *Without* Pulling Out Your Hairour entire family of conferences
Jen Homann
has delivered
moreJ than 30 featured
presentations
would not be
this curiosity in positions ranging from startups to the
more than
20
conferences
over
the
past
7
years
in
a
Room K
Destroy DevOps Culture
Anti-Patterns
Tom
Cudd
enterprise over
the past decade. He can be found chasing
what they are today.
variety of citiies across the southeast United States.
the latest and
(sometimes) greatest in a wide range of
Room
L
Let’s
Talk
About
Mental
Health
Arthur
Doler
In addition, Douglas is an active participant in local
languages and platforms, including React, GraphQL, and
user groups. He has also served as an organizer for
the cloud. Find him on twitter @mwarger.
PyTennessee, PyOhio and TechCampMemphis. Outside
Set Up a Modern Web Project With
of being a geek Douglas is a trained composer, aspiring
Diana
Williams
Wicks
triathleteBenjamin
and avid Lego
collector.
Angular
2, TypeScript, & Angular CLI
is an experienced Agile Coach and
The Introduction to Actions on Google presentationDiana Williams
Kevin Grossnicklaus
Trainer with Project Brilliant. She has worked in both
willTerrell
discuss best practices for building a
Darren
This session will walk attendees through setting up a
the public and private sectors, providing enterprise level
conversational
UI
&
demonstrate
how
to
create
an
Darren Terrell is the VP of Enterprise Agile Coaching
modern web UI project using:
Agile coaching. She is a passionate learner and teacher.
Action
for
Actions
on
Google
to
bring
an
application
for Project Brilliant. As a senior transformation
•
Angular
2 that had several billions of
Diana oversaw
systems
tohe
thehelps
Google
Assistant on
android
specialist,
organizations
and
teams &
to focus
dollars’• flow TypeScript
through them. Her teams have recognized
Google
Home
devices.
on and deliver more real business value. Darren is a
significant productivity gains, improved quality, and
•
Angular CLI
proven management consultant that has coached senior
better predictability. She is empathic with her teams and
leadership to improve business agility. He has also
•
NPM
stakeholders,
helping them achieve things they did not
trained and mentored scores of managers/ to better
Richard Lock
realize We
were
possible.
received
numerous
praise
will
discussShe
howhas
this
front-end
web stack
can
engage their employees and improve their effectiveness
from her
and teams.
When
Dianadevelopment
is not coaching
be clients
automated
for a very
efficient
&
Keeping up with what’s going on in the front-end web
as leaders.
teams or
leading projects,
is very family
focused.
She
deployment
processshe
& discuss
day-to-day
scenarios
development
world
can
be
exhausting.
It
almost
feels
During his career, Darren has worked as an agile
loves
spending time
with with
her grandchildren.
faced
by developers
working
these tools. WeAs
security or skillset viability
are often at especially
engineerlike
andour
hasjob
architected/developed
enterprise
a mother
grandmother,
is an advocate
for women
willand
demonstrate
someshe
different
project structures
of external factors
such He
as browser
support
solutionsthe
formercy
industry-leading
companies.
has
working
& in
thetechnology.
impact of utilizing various development
(think
IE11
&
below),
constant
new
frameworks
&
overseen large software development organizations,
environments & discuss common pitfalls faced by
development
& industry
trends.
This session
including
systems thattools,
had over
$16 billion
in revenue
new developers.
Joe
Wirtley
will
help
you
to
stay
ahead
&
also
keep
your
sanity.
I
flowing through them annually. Darren built an Agile
willpractice
share with
ways up
to keep
with what’s Joe Wirtley
If your
is inconsultant
.NET, we will
how to
consulting
fromyou
themy
ground
for a up
global
is background
an independent
withdiscuss
over thirty
coming
downcompany.
the pipelines, be informed of the 2018
this stack
withdevelopment
ASP.NET Core
& implement
professional
services
years ofintegrate
professional
software
experience.
front-end
development
trends,
review tools/featuresHe works
an efficient
debug
process between
the front-end
Darren has
obtained
numerous Agile
certifications,
with .NET
development
teams helping
them
you Agile
shouldFluency
experiment
& get and
familiar
with to makecreate clean,
(Angular/TypeScript)
& anwhich
API layer
being
developed
is a licensed
Facilitator
Certified
well-designed code,
in turn
produces
yourself
more
marketable,
lastlymember
how to and
stay sanehigher
in
&
debugged
in Visual
Studio.
OpenSpace
Agility
Trainer.
He is a &
board
quality
web and
desktop
applications. He is an
thiscoordinator
fast-paced industry.
Come
join me for
conference
for the Agile
Cincinnati
anda sessionactive member
in southwest
The goal of
of the
thisdeveloper
session is community
to leave attendees
with the
of User
knowledge
sharing & fun-filled discussions!
AgileIndy
Groups.
Ohio and
helps
lead the Dayton
.NETtoDeveloper
tools
& information
they need
efficientlyGroup.
leverage
He hasthis
presented
at many
user
technology
stack
on groups
any newand
(orconferences
existing) project
including CodeMash, Code PaLOUsa, CodeStock, and
Jacob Van Brunt
Stir Trek. He is the author of the Generics in .NET
I have been a consultant for around five years, with
screencast for O’Reilly. You can check out his site at http://
a focus on
helpingSuing
clients build mobile products fast
Jeremy
Joe Morgan or follow him on Twitter: @
WirtleyConsulting.com
and effectively.
I have
created
mobile applications
for a
Do you look around & want to do more? Maybe you
In Design
Studio,
we manage
nearly 30 projects
JoeWirtley.
agriculture,
manufacturing.
I haveteams.
worked
want to move from junior developer to senior? Maybe
yearmedical,
made upand
of student
development
We
in many want
different
andto
frameworks
including,
don’t care about your title, but you want to start
all ofplatforms
our projects
be successful
& for all of Johnyou
Wright
iOS, Android,
React Natvie,
contributing to a large open source project or start
the students
to learnand
howXamarin.
to work appropriately in a
Wright
has You
beenmake
a professional
software
developer
one
yourself.
a plan. You
get excited.
A year
development environment. One goal of our projectsJohn M.
for
about
18
years,
gaining
experience
ranging
from
later,
you’re
in
the
exact
same
spot.
What
happened?
Jennifer
Wadella
is to prepare developers to be successful members
software to
large,
distributed
networks
Career development
is like
software.
There
are
software
by exposing
them “shrink-wrapped”
Jennifer of
Wadella
hasdevelopment
been writingteams
code since
before she
using multiple
platforms
and technologies.
Histo
experience
patterns,
anti-patterns,
&
opportunities
refactor. In
to
behaviors
that
are
associated
with
building
&
realized it was a credible career path.
software
andcommon
though he
has
thisentire
session,
you’ll lifecycle
learn some
anti-patterns,
releasing high-quality software products. Therefore,spans the
experience
in afor
management
role, his passion
lives in
waiting
perfect
opportunities,
overcommitting
to
we
promote
&
require
certain
activities
related
to
She currently works as a lead front-end developer
writingdifferent
high-quality,
clean code
while providing
leadership
technologies,
avoiding
the local community
“good”
development
across all of the teams.
at legal tech
startup
and lovesbehaviors
building javascript
through
technical
directiontoand
mentorship.
along
with patterns
solve
them. If you find your
We have
a core listatoftechnical
10 behaviors/activties
applications
and speaking
conferences. that are
He enjoys
sharing
his experiences
with automated
testing,
plans
constantly
falling
through,
it’s time to refactor.
required.
I
will
go
over
these
10
behaviors
during
this
Jennifer is an active member of the KC tech
mocking frameworks, and static analysis tools, or guiding
session
the behavior/activity
community
andexplaining
the founderwhat
of Kansas
City Women inis & talk
about why it isan
important.
I willaimed
also review
how weother developers through the darker crevices of the .NET
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Destroy DevOps Culture Anti-Patterns

Platinum
Sponsors:
Tom Cudd

•The tech
GEICO
industry aligns with DevOps being a set
of practices & culture that an organization uses to
http://www.geico.jobs/

deliver operational excellence. DevOps should not be

tools, or something you hire a consultant for.
•a team,
Infosys
In development or operations practices anti-patterns
http://www.infosys.com/indianapolis
are behaviors that crop up which hinder the best
efforts of an organization. Learn to how to identify

Gold
Sponsors:
these DevOps
Culture Anti-patterns (like tribal

silos, etc.), & then attack them in specific
•knowledge,
Angie’s
List		
ways to resolve these issues.
https://www.angieslist.com/
•
Tribal Knowledge
•

Super Hero Culture

•

Information Hoarding

Silos
•• Inedo			
•
Centralized Decision Making
https://inedo.com/
•
Quality at the end of the development process

Silver
Sponsors
•
Manual
processes

you respond
to & learn to change from failures
•HowAIS
			
will determine the outcome of your journey. A
https://www.appliedis.com/
DevOps journey is just that, a road in which the final
state is always reset once you cross the finish line &

•headE-gineering
towards the new goal.
Career Development Anti-Patterns http://www.e-gineering.com/
Let’s Talk About Mental Health
•Arthur
Eleven
DolerFifty Academy
http://www.elevenfifty.org/
It’s a great time to be in technology. Computers keep

Debug Your Xcode Project
Without Pulling Out Your Hair

getting better. More & more devices keep getting

•connected
Object
Computing
to the
internet. Javascript frameworks
are
multiplying
like bacteria. & yet despite the
https://micronaut.io/
improvement in our tools, we somehow don’t

time talking about how to maintain our most
•spend
Project
Brilliant
important tool - the one between our ears.
https://www.ProjectBrilliant.com
Constantly feeling worn down, experiencing anxiety
over making decisions, & burning out are not just

•factsRobert
Halflife!Technology
of a developer’s
They’re challenges that
can be dealt with. In this talk we’ll cover the most
https://www.roberthalf.com/

common mental health challenges facing developers,
& then learn about some techniques to supercharge
your brain by improving your mental hygiene
you have a psychological disorder or
•(whether
BitLoft
not). Most importantly, you’ll learn how to have a
http://bitloft.com/
conversation with your coworkers (& other people in
your life) about supporting each other & finding your
best selves.
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Git Demystified!
Privacy By Design: Software Development in the age of GDPR

Bootstrap Your App with
AWSAmplify!
Mathew Warger

Front-end development can be complicated. There
are enough libraries, & enough churn, to make
anyone feel lost in the shuffle. Common concerns
for any non-trivial modern web application include
features like authentication, user content, logging,
& analytics. In this session, we break down & demo
the key features of AWS Amplify – an open-source
library from Amazon. Amplify abstracts away the
common functionality that so many applications
share & allows developers to focus on business logic
– not plumbing! In this session, we walk through a
simple application highlighting the features & tools
the library provides. This should leave you with the
knowledge of how & why you would integrate this
with your own projects. The session will use React to
demonstrate the features of the library, but general
front-end development experience is all
that is required.

Recipe for Innovation - Beyond
the Ingredients
Eric Reichwaldt

Innovation is the holy grail of software today.
Everyone wants to come out with the next disruptive
technology, butwhy do some organizations struggle
to reach this creative nirvanawhile others make it
look so easy? To better understand this phenomenon,
we’ll look to the kitchen. Example: You can have all of
the ingredients to make a cake, but if you mix them
in a cereal bowl & put it in a meat smoker you won’t
be pulling out anything tasty out any time soon. This
is because a recipe involves much more than just the
ingredients. Software is surprisingly similar--even
with talented people & great ideas you will struggle if
you don’t have the correct tools & environment. Let’s
peel back the onion & explore what really makes a
team Agile & innovative!

Securing a .NET Core Api Using
Identity Server 4.
Thomas Pizzo

This talk will go over the basics of OAuth & OpenID
connect. Demonstrate how to secure resources
including a .NET Core Api. The talk will also cover
how to access secure resources via an Angular 5
single page application & a Xamarin mobile client.

@amegala
#indycode

Mapping the User’s Journey

•

Courtney Heitman

Do you feel like you don’t actually know your users?
Do they struggle through the flow of your website, &
you don’t know why?
This session will introduce you to empathy mapping,
& how it will help you to relate to your users better.
Once we have some empathy (mapping), we’ll go over
user journey mapping, so we can better understand
what questions & pain points our users are having as
they move through a website or application.

Overcoming Your Fear of Failure
Olivia Liddell

Have you ever been too afraid to try for an
opportunity because you feared that you wouldn’t get
it? In this talk, you’ll learn more about some of the
causes of fear of failure, along with clear strategies
that you can use to overcome it & advance within
your tech career.

Mathew Warger
Eric Reichwaldt
Thomas Pizzo
Courtney Heitman
Olivia Liddell
David Body
James McKee
Note: This is not an introduction to Git or a
“how to” tutorial. You’ll get more out of this talk
if you have at least a little familiarity with Git,
even (or perhaps especially) if you’re struggling
to get Git.

Privacy By Design:
Software Development in the
Age of GDPR
James McKee

This conversation is an indepth dive into the
Important parts of GDPR for software developers.
Even though GDPR is a European standard, there’s
no denying that this is the direction that the software
industry is going, more emphasis will be placed on
protecting the data that customers & businesses rely
on. In this conversation we will discuss the GDPR,
the impacts of this law, & what can be done from the
software development side to make sure we develop
software that follow defense in depth practices.

Fear of failure is very common, especially among
women who are underrepresented in tech. You
should attend this session if you’d like to learn how
to develop more confidence, build a strong support
network, & avoid the pitfalls of perfectionism &
procrastination. We’ll use relevant examples from
TV & pop culture to illustrate how you can overcome
your fear or failure & further develop your potential
as a tech leader.

Let us, and your friends, and the WORLD know about
your experiences at this year’s Indy.Code() conference.

Post pics or text about your favorite session, speakers,
Git Demystified!
food, hallway conversation, or that perfect selfie with
David Body
•
•

your co-workers to facebook, twitter or instagram.

Git is a lot simpler than it looks.
Everything in a Git repository is based on
just three fundamental types of objects: blobs,
trees, & commits. Once you understand what
these are & how they relate to each other, the
apparent complexity of Git melts away revealing
a simple, elegant system that is powerful
because it is simple.
In this talk, we’ll look under the covers of Git to
see what is actually in a git repository on disk
& what happens when you enter git commands
like git commit. You’ll come away with a better
understanding of how Git really works &
greater confidence in using Git.

Make sure to mention or tag us@amegala
for a chance to
win great prizes!

•

Be Social. Win prizes!

#indycode

#indycode

@Amegala
AmegalaConferences
Amegala_Conferences

